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Pay Raise for Profs
Pondered by SoIons

COSMIC RAY RECORDER

I
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SJS by Texans
Seismic reflection and recording
Instruments,

valued

have’ been donated

at

$30,000,

to San Jose

State College by the Precision Exploration Co. of Houston, Tex., for
the advancement of academic understanding and research in geophysics.
The equipment, used to determine geological structures by reflection, has a 24-traces recording
span. It is mounted on a 2 -ton
truck with a custom recording cab.
Arrival date for the equipment is
scheduled for April.
The instruments and cab were
donated to the college through the
efforts of John T. Kuo, assistant
professor of geology and geophysics. He contacted the Texas company after hearing about its offer
of equipment to an educational institution with an advanced program in geophysics.
"The’donation
tiefsniic- inarruments to San Jose State College
by this Texas company indicates
their great interest in developing
and promoting geophysics at the
college level, and at the same time
indicates their confidence in our
ability to put them to good use,"
Prof. Kuo stated.
"This gift makes us one of the
best equipped institutions in the
state for offering work in geophysics, and we hope to establish
a geophysics major program in the
near future. We invite those students with aptitudes in mathematics and physics to join us," he
,
concluded.
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COLLEGE LOSES TEACHERS
Dr. Morris, who is also chairIntemrganizational
man of the
Salary Committee of the Eacult
Council, said this condition exists
When the second U.S. Explorer rockets into space soon, this tiny
in every department of the college
tape recorder will gather information on cosmic rays. The instruDay after day, the college loseA
ment will broadcast information to earth where it will be picked
prospective teachers because "they
up by radio stations around the world.International photo.
can’t afford to teach." The story is
familiar to all.
"The plight of the state college teacher Is most serious."
says Dr. Morris. At present, the
average salary of the Junior college teacher is higher than that
of the state college teacher. According to an article in "Chu-nil ea/ and Engineering News," a
state college assistant profes"Revelries." the annual student - he hastily bows out of the scene
sor’s salary would !tux- to be
produced musical comedy to play leaving Vanca, with a broken
Increased 82% to compare with
Morris Dailey Auditorium May 2, heart and a fast -approaching deadthe salary offered by private in3, 8, 9 and 10, Is off the planning line.
dustry.
board and ready for rehearsals be"Facinating and unique" dance
"The basic problem." said Dr. ginning Mar. 3.
numbers will he incorporated
Morris, "is that the State Civil
Co-authtirs Pat Garvey and Phill
throughout the format, said Jim
Service rates ’the state college fac- Upton and score compoker, Jim
Baldwin. He
lalined that the
ulty pay levels by comparing them Baldwin, have chosen 42 persons
show ’s choreographers Davy
to those of other learning institu- for the "Tamaloo" cast. There will
Schmitt and Gretchen Given are
tions," tie *aid, they stloWil
working on a routine which will
e lor_ 30 speaking .ro1ns and 1.1 singcompared with the salaries of ing and dancing parts in the prouse the chorus as drummers
equivalent jobs in private industry. duction.
Included in the cast are Pat
PAY RAISE NEEDED
The setting for "Tamaloo" is an Garvey as Johnny; Phill Upton as
Dr. Morris feels that a pay raise exotic south sea island invented by Nick; Jane Fritz as Vanca, the feis needed to slow down this trend the authors to supply an atmos- male lead; Gail Anderson as Penof losing qualified teachers. "We phere for the story. The plot in- ny, her American friend; Bob Gorare asking the state legislature, volves an attractive English girl. don in the part of Trafalgar; Walthrough the Department of Educa- Vance, who loves one of the U.S. ly Landford as Maumau and Hank
tion," he said, "for a 10% increase Marines stationed on the island. Oeser as Oopa.
Gerald Smith Is cast In the
in salary." The long range plan is She must marry before her 21st
role of Padow; Jim Dunn. as
to double professors’ salaries, but birthday, which is only 30 days

Rehearsals Set
For ’Revelries’

the condition of business and the
state budget prevents this from
being realized at present.
The proposal will be given a
hearing at the beginning of next
month by a legislative committee,
said Dr. Morris,

away, to qualify for her inheritance.
All goes well with the plan for
marriage until her handsome "hero" finds out about the provision
in the will. He decides the whole
affair is designed to trap him and

Sydney; Carlos Ramirez, as Captain Davis; Ed n’oeten, as Radmilovieh; Bob Gross, as (Thee:
Morgan Cooley. as Temple; Pete
Nyberg.

as Stenberg and

Dee

Craig as Senator.

Job Possibilities for Graduates
’Generally Bright’ in Most Fields
By RAY HELSER
national
unemployAlthough
ment figures continue to hit new
highs, the job outlook for graduates from most SJS departments
still is generally bright, according
to a Spartan Daily survey.
Here, department by department, is the present employment
picture:
According to ’pen Hindergardt,
placement supervisor, job opportunities for teachers are in magnificent shape. Openings range
from Haines, Alaska to Thessoloniki, Greece. The need for teachers, especially in the elementary
Impressively
growing
is
area,
stronger. Math and the sciences
rank high and not far behind are
home economics and girls’ phys.
ed. Graduates with general secondary credentials can expect starting salaries to go as high as $5900.
HOPEFUL OUTLOOK
Dick Murphy, placement supervisor for business and industry,
has a hopeful outlook despite the
so-called "temporary slump" in the
business world. Recruiters still are
coming in; however, employers are
beginning to be more selective.
For those In the field of chemistry, things are net as good as
lost year. but Job opportunities
still are favorable. A beginning
salary
chemist can expert
ranging from $475 to $5110 per

SEATTLE, Wash. (UNFormer Teamsters czar Dave Beck was
sentenced to a maximum of 15 years in the State Prison yesterday for
embezzling a paltry $1,900, obtained from the sale of a Teamster owned Cadillac.
Beck’s 37 -year -old son, Dave Beck Jr., was placed on probation
for three years, also for embezzling union funds, obtained from the
sale of Teamster Cadillacs.
Judge George II. Reselle passed
sentence on the elder Beck approximately an hour after yoUng Beck
was turned over to a probation
officer. Revelle said he agreed the
prosecuting attornev’s reeonunendation that the State Board of
Prison Terms and Paroles set Elder _Beck’s minimum sentence at
three years.
By LOU LUCIA
Defense Attorney Charles S.
"Wasn’t it excellent?" and "I
liked the little jokes he threw in," %t-dell said the vonvicthm would
were only two of the many favor - be appealed to the State Supreme
able reactions to Dr. John D. Court "as soon as possible."
Earlier, Burden had said the
Hicks speech, "Theodore Roos, vett and His Times," at the Music case would be appealed ’’Even
Building Concert Hall last night. higher tthan the State Supreme
Dr. Hicks launched into the main Court I if necessary
subject immediately, before ap- "NO COMMENT"
proximately 500 seated persons,
The elder Beck at first told
when he stated that everything
United Press he had "No comthe average person does beeontes ment"
to make on his sentence.
history.
Then he added in his rapld-fire
A person cannot lose sight of manner, "I don’t have to live with
the times or he will not be a true anyone but my conscience and
leader, he said. If he is too far in that’s 100 per cent good I’m no
front he will be overcome by his more guilty than anyone in this
own troops; too far in back and courtroom."
he will lose sight of them, Dr.
Laurence Regal, deputy proseHicks pointed out.
cutor, repreftented the State today in the Beck Sr. owe while
"Theodore Roosevelt was an
another deputy, Charleis Z.
ordinary American, greatly magniSmith, acted for the State in
fied," he declared. Dr. Hicks noted
Roosevelt was a politician, and
the younger Reek’s case.
" . . . we need politicians in pollBesides the probationary period,
tics." Ile ventured that a general Beck Jr. was fined $2.000, was orIs accustomed to the chain of dered to return Use $4.650 he got
command and that some make "be- from the sale of the Cadillac’. and
wildered" Presidents.
to "Siner all connections with la"If Roosevelt had continued his bor organizations as an employe
historical accounts, which number or officer."

Meeting
’On Housing
’Good Idea’ Speech on Teddy’s

vate enterprise.
"A bachelor of science in chemistry can step into a job at the
!same salary as SJS could offer a
Ph.D. to teach here."
This statement, made by Dr.
Bert M Morris, professor of chemInstruments Given

NO, 75

Ex -Teamster Leader Beck
Given 15 -Year Prison Term

By HUGH McGRAW
The question of raising professors’ salaries comes up next month
in Sacramento.
While the question is being pondered in the capitol, California’s
state colleges will continue to compete with private enterprise for
qualified teaching personnel. The odds are strongly in favor of pri-

Valuable Scientific
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Three household owners accommodating
SJS students
today
termed the proposed householders
college meeting called for next
Monday a "good idea."
Nearly 150 household owners are
expected to attend the 7.30 p.m.
meeting in Centennial Hall. Dr.
Stanle3 Benz, dean of students,
will discuss proposed standards for
approved college housing,
"It’s the thing that’s needed to
help the school and householders
solve mutual problems," Mrs. Gertrude Spears, owner of a men’s
boarding house at 96 S. 17th St.,
told The Daily.
"It (the meeting) should help
to build greater cooperation between householders anti the
school," predicted Mrs. Alice Wilson, owner of The Wilsons at 152
S. 9th St.
"From what I’ve heard from various students, it seems some standardization of housing should be
required," said Fred Perkins, owner of Perkins Manor, 485 Reed St.
A law allowing state colleges to
approve student living centers was
passed recently in Sacramento. In
the past, SJS has recommended,
but not officially approved,’ only
women’s housing.
There have been strmary vatted
houses quartering men students it
has not been feasible to officially
recommend them, Mrs. Izetta Pritchard,
housing
counselor,
ex.
plained.
Among college officials scheduled to attend the meeting alone
with Dr. Benz are Dr. Elizabeth
Greenleaf, dean of activities, and
Mrs. Pritchard.
Of the 153 invitations sent to
household owners, only two have
said they will be unable to attend.
according to information obtained
from Mrs. Pritchard’s office.

Positions Open
In Student Gov’t.
Applications were opened at
Wednesday’s S t u tie n t Council
meeting for three appointments
to the Student Activities Board,
one to the Awards Committee and
one to the Spartan Shop Board.
Applications are’also available for
Senior Female Justice, due to the
resignation of Suzie Slater, who is
student teaching.
Applications may be picked up
In the Student Union. The Student
Csouncil will interview applicants
at the meeting Wednesday afternoon at 2:30.

Colorful
D raws Career
Applause

20 volumes, he might have become
YEAR IN KING COUNTY
a ri 0 t e d historian," Dr. Hicks
Revel le passed sentence on
opined.
young Beck after Smith recomThe professor noted that Roose- mended a deferred sentence, but
velt did not use profane language, asked that Beck Jr be required
although he sometimes managed a to spend a year in the King Counvicious "bygadfrey." "Imagine." ty jail.
Dr. Hicks commented, "Roosevelt
Burden argued that young
hollering in a high-pitched voice
Beck was guilty, at the most,
to rugged, western cowboys, ’Hasonly of a technical wrong with
ten forward there!’"
no criminal or immoral intent.
Speaking of trusts, T.R. Inserted
He said a Jail sentence would
the story of a teacher asking the
harm rallwr than rehabilitate
class just when it was that God
Beck Jr.
created the world. "In 4000 B.C.."
Burden said, as he did during
came the reply. "but John D.
the trial, that young Beck only
Rockefeller and other big business- was carrying
out instructions from
men revised it in 1901."
his father.
Roosevelt’s principal contribution was his recognition of the "HIGHLY R RS P MTEDI/
"In his mind NA its a normal trust
problem of the encroachment of big
business upon the little man, al- a son naturally would impose on
though there was little he could his father, which Is especially true
do to solve It at that time, Dr. In this case since his father was
a highly respected man," Bundell
Hicks declared.
He further quoted Roosevelt as said.
Beck senior is scheduled to go
saying. " ’The United States has
not the option as to whether or to trial in Federal Court at Taconot it will play a great part in the ma. Wash.’, on May 5 on charges
world; it must, for better or for of evading federal income taxes.
worse.’’

o world wire

THE LINE-UP
Students seek Jobs in the Placement Office.
Employment is In fair shape despite the so -railed
"business recession." Choice of opportunities is
plentiful throughout the country, but many- gra-

dilates desire to remain ii Ithin ii 50 -mile radius
the Santa (’hire Vallex and the Area Area.
photo by .Jerry French.

cial art and interior decorating
before they receii e their defields. Salaries are varied accordtrees. Beginning salaries arc aping to the individual’s ability. Dr.
proximately $4041.
French also states that SJS is
There is a great demand for
highly recognized as an art school nurses. According to Miss
Grace
and training received here is of Staple, head of the.
department.
an exceptional practical value.
graduates are especially needed in
"NO DIFFICULTY"
the teaching and administrative
In the Biological Sciences De- areas. Starting pay ranges from
partment, Dr. Albert Ellis says $330 to $400. Miss Staple also says
that no difficulty has been encoun- that there is a demand for men
tered or will be in placing gradu- students. Male nurses are needed
ates of this department.
in veterans hospitals and mental
institutions and also in the fields
Willard E. Schmidt, head of
of administration and teaching..
the Police School says "placing
a gradaate is easy. It’s just that
"REST EVER"
month.
I don’t have enough men to
Placement concerning the Men’s
Dr John French, head of the
place!" The problem of the PoPhysical Education Department is
Art Department, states that the
lice School is that many of the
the best ever, according to Walter
number of opportunities are pracstudents are already employed
J. McPherson, lie says that em
tically unlimited in the commer-

Professor To Speak

Dr. Vernon Ouellette, associate
professor of business at SJS, will
he guest speaker for the San Jose
(Compiled from the wtees at United Press)
Dietetic Association Wednesday at
An Atlas missile explodes in the tial disability bill that would per- 7:30 p.m. in the Santa Clara Counsky; poolst rate increases; arr ap- mit the vice-president to decide ty Hospital Dietary Department,
prosed by II Senate VOnlnlitiPe; when he should take over tempor- according to Dr. Clara R. Darby.
and Caurornia cities mop up sifter arily the duties of an ailing presi- associate professor of home ecofloods. These are today’s head- dent. ’[he 3-2 vote followed party nomics at SJS.
lines with the Republicans opposlines.
*
ing the measure.

The second Atlas intercontinenA U.S. Nai y Constellation patal missile in a row exploded in
trol plane earrying an estimated
the sky yesterday, two minutes
25 nien ornished on a mid -Atploytnent In the Ray Area is not after it was launched from the Air
lantic flight yesterday,
too tight and, that job opportuni- Force missile test cc stet. at Cape
Air rescue units launched an imties are open practically anywhere Canaveral, Fla.
search over freezing,
The Air Force announced that mediate
in the U.S. Minimum starting pay
for graduates is $4000 per year. the $2,000,000 missile exploded in storm -whipped seas between Newthe sky "shortly after completion foundland and the Azores.
Mrs. Lydia Root/shy of the Muof the propulsion phase of its
sic Department says "We usually
flight."
California residents were mophave more openings to fill than
ping up today after the heaviest
we base student a." Starting salrainfall in years.
The Senate Post Office (’omaries begin at $4200 per year.
mittee esterday approved ii tiili
In Northern California, flood
Journalism and advertising mato Increase out of town letter
waters were expected to subside
jors should have no trouble in berates to five cents and local
and hundreds of residents hoped
ing placed. According to mrs Doletters to four rents.
Ii, return to their flood -threatlores Spurgeon, all of the graduPresident F’isenhovver had called ened hornet
ates, with the exception of those
entering the armed forces, have for it five -cent rate in his State
Damage from a rain storm that
been placed The majority of the of the Union message
dumped more than four inches of
openings in California are in the
rain .on the Southland IA ICILS than
northern sections.
The House Judiciary subcommit- 12 hours was expected to run into
((’ontinued Monday)
tee yesterday approved a presiden- millions of dollars

I cannot tell a lie.
Roos has the
of slacks and
greatest selection
sportcoats that you
can find anywhere
in California

SOW.,
First or Saran Ceara
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By RANDIE E. POE

Johnny Mathishe of the whipped -cream tonsils--headlines what
should be one of the best pop music shows to reach San Jose Monday
night. Showtime is 7 and 9:30 p.m. at Civic Auditorium.
Appearing with Mathis will be June Christy, San Jose State graduate Cal Tjader and the Lancers. Also on the program will be trumpet star Claude Gordon and his orchestra, which has appeared with
such luminaries as Nat Cole, Johnny Ray, Frankie Leine and Joni James.
In a business where hundreds fail yearly, Mathis has been one
of the top success stories of recent years. His ease and grace in missteeing lyrics have brought him six
successive smash hits, a hitherto
unexcelled accomplishment.
The tender-faced Mathis squeezes all the expressive content from
a ballad. His visionary love stuff, in
fact, is almost a prerequisite for
lullsiCe parking.
Although he is currently adapting his style to the tastes of the
Great Unbath..d which may be unfortunate, his music is devoid of
pounding so prevalent in the majority of hit tunes.
Such songs as "Chancel; Are."
"Twelfth of Never." and "No
Love" have boosted the emotional temperature of most young
girls over the foaming point.
The sometimes gruff, sometimes
mellow quality of Miss Christy,
who began her career with Stan Kenton, has won her Downbeat
awards for three straight years as the top band vocalist.
Her first record"Tampico"was the initial link In a chain
Among our Christ fa4torites are "Something Cool,"
of 6114.4.e.‘%.
"How High the Moon." and "Willow. Weep for Me."
Ex -Spartan Tjader has assumed a position of big force in jazz
circles recently. His group’s table-top smoothness, highlighting the
jolly vibe touch of Tjader himself, have been large factors in this
attainment.

Format Never Weighty

New Art Gallery
At SJS To Show
Student Projects
’ Art? Vital a that?"
This exclamation may be typical
of everyone in the United States
In a few years with all the talk
about sputnicks, rockets to the
moon, nuclear energy, and science,
science, science, floating around
everyone’s head.
However, a few people in the
country still may know what art
Is a few year from nowthe students of SJS. Here on campus is
something that should keep everyone aware of art. That "something- is an art gallery which is
situated in the Art Building, next
to rooms A1,5, and 7.
When a student enters the gallery, he forgets he is still in college: the room does not look like a
classroom. According to Dr. 4piin
E. French, head of the Art Departmerit, the gallery cost nothing tb
set up because the screens .On
whictt the paintings are hung were
designed for last year’s Centennial Celebration by Leonard 0.
Stanley, associate professor of prt,
At present, paintings may be
seen in the gallery drawn by Outstanding SJS art students. In looking at these paintings, it is easy
to understand why the SJS art
department is ranked as one of
the best and is one of the largeston the coast.
Warren W. Faus, associate professor of art, is in charge of the
exhibition scheduling. He ha s
scheduled s tic h exhibitions as
paintings by Enrique Clement,
which will be shown March 10 to
ArU 10 and metal sculpture by
Thomas Hardy, which will be
shown May 7-16. The latter exhibit is very large, Dr. French
explained, adding it would be impossible to show if it weren’t for
the gallery. William C. Randal,
assistant professor of art, heads
the committee of exhibition installat ion.

Tjader’s music bespeaks the new school. What I enjoy most about
him is the fact his format never becomes weighty. His music is finely.
wrought rhythmalmost always subtly shaded
Especially tasty are his "Miss Jackle’n Dish" and "April In
Paris." He has waxed more than a few Latin nuiabers and most
critics speak ’,tell of "Guanachu Guaro."
Quite by accident, Tjader began his musical career in 1948 , Ile
was sitting in a San Francisco night club watching Lionel Hampton,
When the show was over. Hampton offered Cal a job as second drum met’ and Tjader quickly accepted. In three years, the SJS-honed muss- Entered as second clan matter Aprfl
24, 1934, at San Joss, Calif., under the
cian had his own aggregation.
opt of March 3 1879. Member Califon
nia Nwsppor, Publishers’ Association,
Lancers Have SJS Touch
StuSJS also is amply represented by the Lancers, a group originated Published daily by +he Associated
dnts of San Jose State College, mimeo+
of
the
quartet.
by former Spartan Corky Lindgrenbasso
They’ve Saturday and Sunday. during th poling*
Waxed such hits as "Mr. Sandman," "Tweedle Dee," "Don’t Go Near year with one issue during each final
ezernination period.
the Water." and "Jo Ann,"
Telephone: CTpress 4.6414Editorial
Mathis began his parade of hit discs with "Wonderful! WonFit. 210. Advertising, Ext. 211.
derful!" and followed rapidly vvith "It’s Not for Me to say.- and
Prins of th Globe Printing Co.
"Wild Is the Wind." In recent vieeks, he has appeared on the TV
1445 South First St- San Jose, Calif.
shows of Ed Sullivan, Perry Como, Steve Allen, Patti Page and
Subscriptions accepted only on a remainder -of -school year basis. In fail eas
Julius La Rosa.
One of Mathis’ most painful mistakes occurred a month ago when isester, $4; in spring semstar. $2.
EDITOR
JIM DRENNAN
he demanded $25,000 to sing ’The Long Hot Summer" for the movie BUS. MGRS.
WILLIAM GUIMONT,
of the same name. The movie moguls assigned the job to Jimmy RodJOANNA HIM
BOB WILSON
gers instead, i for $50001 and the tune now looks as if it will peddle Day Editor, this issue
NEWS EDITOR
81 LL GODFREY
more than a million copies.
JOHN
SALAMIDA
SPORTS
EDITOR
But Mathis is young and fresh. He’ll learn.
Cathy Ferguson,
FEATURE EDITORS
Randi E. Poo
Barbara Grurithe
Copy Desk Chief
Wire Editor
Patti Kelly
Testing of television equipment
2. The picture received in the Society Editor
Charlen Shattuck
Arts
Editor
Fins
Anthony
Taravtille
to be t-ed in presenting teacher mobile TV unit is sent via TeleGen,
observation programs at SJS got phone Co. lines to SJS’s distribu- Photo Editor
Exchange Editor
John R. Adams
under way Wednesday morning tion center in T34.
Flo Hamilton
Librarian
and is scheduled to continue for
3. From the distribution center, ReportersJames Adams. Patrick Sunda.
Ralph Chatoian, Joe Crow, John Curthe next two weeks, according to the televised demonstration is sent
ry W. C. Dannenbrink. David Elliott,
Glen Pensinger, Audio-Visual De- to be viewed on 24 SJS classroom
Phil Geiger, Elmer Gentry, Srnusil
partment technician.
sets.
Hartsfield, Ray Heiser, Louis Lucia
Presentation of the shows, part
Current tests included checking
Barbara Luit, Hugh McGraw, Melinda Mason. Conrad Mueller, Robert
of the college’s instructional TV Telephone Co. lines from Horace
Arlene Phillips, Bill Phillips.
Peterson,
programs, involves three steps:
Mann Elementary School, San Jose
Beverly Reynolds. Bunny Robinson.
I. Small cameras arr. placed in a High. Roosevelt Junior High and
Hugh Scott, Lott Sherman, George
classroom and operated from a Selma Olinder, a school for handiSkelton, Cathie Tritegle, Larry Waters.
lob Wilson.
truck stationed at the school.
capped children.
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Human Emotions
Motivate Writers
To Realistic Stories

Fine Arts Gallery
A Semi -Monthly Spartan Daily Feature

Playwriting Contest Here

Controversy Trend
In Current Books

SJS Proving Ground

By CATHY FERGUSON
Somt: CAME Rt
James Jones
When novelist James Jones
strode Into the literary world some
seven years ago with From Here
to Eternity under his arm he was
hailed as a brilliant young writer.
When he sauntered in with Some
(’wine Running last month, the
critics held their noses.
Some Came Running is 1266
pages and 700,000 words too long.
Time Magazine recommended it
in place of sleeping pills. If you
don’t have insomnia, it makes a
good paper weight.
The plot centers on a writer,
Dave Hirsh in his late thirties, who
returns to a -Peyton -Place-town,
Parkman, Ill. Here, he tries to
seduce an old -maid college teacher
and the loose women in the Mermaid Tavern. In the end he gets
married to one of the Mermaid
Tavern gals, gets roped into a
platonic relationship wit h the
spinster, and is killed by his wife’s
first husband.
BREAKING FOIST
Jacob Presser
World War II seems like centuries ago. and many of us have
forgotten horror of this war. but
Jacob Presser ill his short i 92
pagesi book Breaking Point has
not forgotten.
A story of the Jews in a Nazi
concentration camp is not new,
but the revealation of the terror
probes deeper into the reader than
any book of its kind. What greater horror can there be than to
have the Jews look to themselves
to choose who will become "human
cargo" to be shipped to Auschwitz.
Saturday Review of Literature
called this gem a "small masterpiece."

By ANTHONY TARAVELLA
I’ve always thought of SJS as
a %nal cultural asset to the city
of San Jose and to the entire
Santa Clara Valley because of the
fact that’ what is dune here can
and will affect a great many
people in a good way. San Jose is
often criticized for being in a
cultural vacuum, but this is nut
true. SJS alone provides the community with enough cultural activity to keep it interested
throughout the year.
As for the ASH, the Fine Arts
Departments of the college are
not only a proving ground for students’ own efforts but they are
also a showcase for much that is
.,current in the world of Fine Arts,
The Spartan Daily, realizing the
importance of Fine Arts at this
college, plans to devote an entire
tksto Fine Arts once every two
weeks.

Plays may either be original or
they may be an adaption from non dramatic material. Judges will pick
’ the winning play which will be
i performed by the Speech and
Drama Department. A $50 prize

Whatever
the
occasion
Say it
with
Flowers

Coffee Date/

6AM to II PM
370 AUZERAIS STREET

.

,

The Speech and Drama Department is sponsoring the Second annual Childrens Theatre Playwriting Contest to encourage the
DR. PAUL DAVEE
writing of plays of merit which
. . to direct
will be presented by adult actors
for children audiences. The contest is only open to SJS students. March 30 at 5 p.m. in SD100.
Judges’ decision will be announced
Last year’s winner was Sylvia by April 30.
Cirone who won first place with
Speech and Drama Department
her play. "Chop Chin and the will present "My Heart’s In The
Golden Diagon." Three produc- Highlands," a play by William
tions were given in the. College’s Saroyan, March 14 through 22. DiStudio Theatre to capacity houses. recting the play will be Dr. Paul
The play was also performed at a Dever, associate professor of draNorth West Drama Conference in ma. Dr. Payee came to SJS last
Santa Rosa this month.

Besides his duties as basketball
coach, Walt McPherson also guides
the golf squad. Spartan golfers
brought the first and only NCAA
title to State when, in 1948, they
broke the scoring record by nine
strokes in winning the team title..
_
_

DIERKS DONUTS

semester when he directed the
play, "Angel Street."
William Saroyan, an American
of Armenian ckscent, tells about
his people and their quaintness In
"My Heart’s In the Highlands."
His basic theme is always that
people are wonderful. Beautiful
things and the simple people of
the world are good. Throughout
most of his novels, short stories
and plays, this is the recurrent
theme. This same theme runs
through his play, "The Cave
ks wa:hgoich. played in New York
thu seasen and junt c!osed a few
weeks"

goes with the award. Each time
the Speech and Drama Department presents the play, royalties
will be paid the author.
Plays must be timed to last
between one hour and hour and
twenty minutes. Absolute deadline for turning in manuscripts is

BAKMAS

FLOWER
SKOP
CV 2 -0462 -10th & Santa Clara

PIZZA GARDENS
Now featuring
BOB LINDSAY
with
MERLE WATTS
Sings Ballads
BAWDYCALYPSOSUBLIME

Fri. & Sat. Nites
Bring the gong

have a ball

1347 McKEE ROAD
(13ysho, &

Julian)

CV 2 9753

Casting has been completed for
"My Heart’s In The Highlands,"
and the principle characters include Robert Taylor as Johnny.
Lloyd Kearns. JorOatry’s
Elisabeth Keller, Johnny’s grandmother; John Wilson, Jasper
MacGregor; Jim Dunn, Mr. Kosak;
Mora Jacott, Esther. his daughter;
Gary Hamner, Rule Apley; Jay
Michellis, Philip Carmichael from
Old People’s Home; Bob Montilla.
Henry, the paper boy; Ivan Nash,
Mr. Wiley, the mailman; Hary
Michaels, Mr. Cunningham, the
real estate agent, and Harry
Stephens and Yvonne Jackson,
husband and wife: The dog will be
played by a dog.
First of the "Outstanding Movie"
series will be presented admission free Monday, Feb. 24 at 7:30
p.m. in the College Theater. The
movie will be "Wilson." a 20th
Century Fox production.

Coen in and tro our NEW
e
PVER’.’
65
SANDWICH..W
Got a better name?
You may win a prize!

Spaghetti & Ravioli
Served
Family Style

Pizza
Spaghetti & Ravioli
to go
Beer by the Pitcher
Imported Beer

Air Conditioning-temperon., made to order for all-vrapothew comfort. Get a demonstrotionl

SJS TV Equipment Testing Under Way

T HE BIGGEST RECORD
STARS OF 1958

WHICH CAMPUS JOB
WOULD YOU PREFER?
A. Usual campus job.
I. Boring, routine work,
with no applicable experience value.

B. Sales position af $100.00
monthly minimum guaranteefaverage earnings
are $183.20 due to incentive pay.)

2. Clock punching by
hour leaves little or no
time for extra curricular activities.

I. Receive valuable training on sales techniques
a n d personality development (Hear Training Records),

3. Fixed I o w pay scale,
with no reward for outstanding work.

4. Income ends when
school is out in Spring
No summer job.

2. Luxury work schedule.
Work 20 hr urs per
month. Fit your working hours in with your
own schedule.
3. Continue full time next
summer with opportunity for new car a n d
scholarship.

IN PERSON

JE

oree

LEE LEWIS
Great Balls of Fite

ROY HAMILTON
"Don’t Let Go

BOBBY HELMS
My Special Angel

THE FOUR PREPS
"26 Miles"

BILL JUSTIS and his band
"Raunchy"

JIMMY MADDEN
"Tongue Tied"
Affyii. The Natiwit’lle 1 Ward

Openings are limited, so telephone early for an appointment.
Call EL 4-7247 from 12:00 to 2:00 p.m. on Feb. 24th. Please
do not ask us to furnish further details by telephone: we will
do that when we meet you in person of your af.
pointment.

The SILHOUETTES
"Get A JOB

CIVIC AUDITORIUM
Monday. March 3 1 00 P M.
ariewpr3.26 2.75 225

Impala Sport Coupe with Body by fishr. Every window of every Chevrolet it Safety Plot. G’ais.

A BEAUTIFULLY MOVING THING! ’58 CHEVROLET
It brings you a RADICAL NEW V8,* a new Full Coil
suspension, a new Safety-Girder framemore new things than any car
ever offered before. Don’t put off driving this one!
Chevy was built to put a zest into driving
that hasn’t been thcrc before. You sense
this the instant you feel the silken
response of an engine like the new TurboThrust VB. It’s an extra -cost option that
gives you extra -quick action the second

95*

your foot flicks the gas pedal. Chevy’s Oats /toadstool( Chaitelst *aims
new Full ( :oil suspension is standard. Or,
for the last word in comfort, you can even
have a real air ride, optional at extra cost.
Sec your Chevrolet dealer for good-et -o/d
buys right now!
dtsplop As/ /anew aeigneark
*Optional at ex/ma

(cc(’ your local authorized Chevrolet dealer for quick appraisalprompt delivery! It ,:,7;:"

5

cpaptan

so,
opt4
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’LUCKY BOY’

Blue-eyed blonde Sandy Bon gives aid to a young ski enthusiast as
an Instructor at Edelweiss resort,

Spartan Wrestlers
Tackle AF Academy
By HUGH SCOTT
San Jose State’s wrestling team,
pointing proudly to a season record
of seven victories and two setbacks, rolls out the welcome mat
for the Air Force Academy tomorrow at 2 p.m. in Spartan Gym.
Undefeated aces Russ Canallleri and Ken Spagnola form the
vanguard of (ouch Hugh Mumbit’s Spartan aggregate. Candi’ tent competes in the 177 -pound
4. clans;
Mpagpaila Mixes with the
167-pounders.
Mumby yesterday included the
following grapplers in his list of
bout participants: Marvin Rodriguez (123), Don Perata (130).
George Uchida (137), Myron Nevraumont (147), Don Mall (157),
and Nick Sanger, heavyweight.
San Jose’s most recent mat ventures have resulted in victories
over University of Oregon and
Southern Oregon, plus a loss to
Oregon State. All three meetings
were in the Northwest.
Among the Air Force academy
vkttims is Denver University,
blanked by a 38-0 score. San
Jose State Is the lone west coast
opponent this year for the Falcons f ram Colorado Springs,
Colo. Karl Kitt pilots the Aca-

demy team.
Mumby’s crew was scheduled to
tangle with San Diego State here
tonight. The match, however, was
cancelled Wednesday at the request of San Diego. The Aztecs
reported they were "unable to
field a representative team," according to Mumby. San Diego had
only four wrestlers on the ready
list.

Judoists To Battle
Santa Rosa J.C.
Fresh from an 8-2 victory over
Salinas Harding Farm Judo Club
Saturday. the San Jose State judo
team will take on the Santa Rosa
J.C. tonight at 8 o’clock in the
Santa Rosa gym.
Slated to see action for the
Spartans will be Ben Campbell,
3rd degree black belt; Larry Stuefloten, 1st degree black belt; Stan
Svensen, 2nd degree brown blet;
Larry Smith, 1st degree brown
belt; Jim Baker, 1st degree brown
belt; Keith Ferris, 2nd degree
brown belt; Ken Honda. 2nd degree brown belt;: Don DeLuca,
white belt; and Walt Dable.

fria/00 814T(
MAYFAIR
"Westward the Women"
"Perri"

Monday and Tuanday
Technicolor First
Latest Olympic
Games
La Strada

1111111115(((iliiiigt
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"LES GIRLS"
"ACTION OF THE TIGER"
Marine Carol
Van Johnson
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Coed Ski Teacher
Enjoys Painting,
Swimming, Arts
By LOU

LUCIA

..Tlie Case

of ilie Blue -Eyed
Blonde," (with apologies to Erie
Stanley Gardner), is filled with
ski equipment.
Sandy Boa, 22-year-old junior,
works at a unique part-time job;
as ski instructor at Edelweiss
Sid Resort during week -ends,
holidays and vacation periods.
Miss Boa, (pronounced Boss),
was ’present when sorority sister
Shirley Hansen broke her leg when
coming down the monutainside at
Edelweiss. Members of the resort
noted Miss Boa’s skiing ability and
asked her to take Miss Hansen’s
place as instructor. She started
her job in December of last year.
SKI PATROL MEMBER
A resident of Hayward. Miss
Boa started skiing six years ago
at Dodge Ridge. She returned
there last summer as a member of
the Ski Patrol. Her duties in this
respect, included taking care of
injured persons who required first
aid and making sure that conditions along slopes were safe.
Presently, she instructs groups
of 8 to 20 persons in all phases
of skiing, including safety procedures. As each trainee comes
down the bill, the attractive
blonde advises them on inarrect
technique. (There is no way of
telling how many males in the
group make mistakes purposely
to receive individual attention).
"It is hard to learn how to ski
correctly and usually takes six to
eight lessons for the average person," she stated, adding "after
that it’s a matter of practice."
PREFERS PAINTING
As an art -education major, Miss
Bos has developed a preference
for painting over the other arts.
At 5 ft., 8’2 in., and blonde tresses
encircling her tanned face, she
appears more to be a model than
an artist. Added to her list of
accomplishments is the fact she
has also taught swimming.
The statuesque coed was asked
what she enjoyed most, skiing,
painting or swimming. Before
the question was finished she
interjected, "Oh! To ski."
She naturally prefers the snow
init likes the weather to be warm
at the same time. Her ideal is to
live in the mountains rather than
the city.
Though her pocketbook is injured to some degree (she must
pay for her own ski equipment),
she has never suffered a serious
injury. "Anyone keeping their wits
and concentrating on what they
are doing will probably not be
injured when skiing," she concluded.
For novice skiers, the perfect
Boats Sandy,

League Leaders Win
To Highlight
Intramural Action

Paced by the league’s leading
scorer, Jim Oliver, the Tarters
held onto their Southern League
lead yesterday as they swamped
the Red Dogs 52-26. Oliver tanked
25 points, and wits followed by
SPARTAN DRIVE-IN
Armond() Moreno with 18. Carl
VanDerVenn meshed 11 for the
"My Man Godfrey"
losers.
Jun. Allyson
David Niven
In other SI. li,’(ion. the Five"Perri"
Slats -Spurn Lodge edged the
Touts 34-31 to knock them from
the unbeaten ranks. Dean San11111111111E111111 11111111111111 1111111111111
ders with 12 digits paced the
EL RANCHO
winners and Roh Jarliins led the
Touts inith 12. Raker Hall woit
Robert M,tchun.
a forfeit from the rour-O-Niners
"Enemy Below"
to even their record at 1-1.
"Legend of the Lost"
That red-hot Kerosene Club
boosted its record to 3-0 as it ran
all over the Barbarians 67-19. Dan
Wilson led the Club’s scoring paSTUDIO
rade as he banged home 20 while
Dino Ruffoni with 14 and Jim Baer
"BONJOUR TRISTESSR"
with 10 also aided the cause. Geo
Dbo,1, Kerr
Kiehn scored all but five of his
Jean SiBbu4
team’s total score,
In other CL action. Kelleys.
paced by Ed Kelley’s 19 and Ja/1:
"THE LONG HAUL"
Gihhany’s 14 points, downed thc
Victor Mature -- Diana Dots
Lou-Zers 54-27. Bob Sullivan
scored 10 for the loser Lou-Zrrs
The only game In the Northern
League (mind the Old Men pushing their record up to 3-0 as they
dumped the No -Trump. 76-27.
345 SO FIRSY ST
Tom Hansen with 27, Wally
NOW PLAYING!
Roue snub 16 and AI /slmon with
16 paced’ the oldsters and 11,01.1
Smith the losers with eight.
Both Western League games
ended in forfeits as the Industrial
Relations squad, now 3-0, and the
Journalism Dept., team now 2-1.
WOO -forfeits from the Oriocci and
Organics. Oriocci now has a 0-4
& "Chicago Confidential"
record and the Organics a 2-2.

TYRONE POWER
MARLENE DIETRICH
CHARLES LAUGHTON
WITNESS itc),R, PROSECUTION’

Blond Ski Instructor Attends SJS;
Spartan Ski Team Returns to Action
Rolf Godon Leads
Skiers in Sierra
Invitational Meet
By

RELAXEZ-VOUS

Taking time out from her regular duties as a ski
instructor, Sandy hos relases and entertains her -

self hy reading.
at 5,15.

PERFECT FORM

CONRAD MUELLER

Popping out of the frying pan
and into the fire may be the fate
oi San Jose State’s rapidly improving ski team this weekend
shin it competes in the Sierra
College Inn itational at Cisco Grove
!Tunnel Mountain1
7
Last aiiekend. paced by Rolf
k
tiodon and Jirn Nystrom, the
Spartan snoo -birds grabbed
seyenth place against the top
ski competition of the Coast.
TOMOTrOW much of that sampetition o ill be back for
e
more,
In addition to SJS, Cal. Stanford, USC, Modesto JC, Nevada.
Sierra JC, Chico State and COP
are scheduled to participate in
the ski event.
Godon. one of the coast’s top
cross-country aces, carries the
only hone for a first place Spartan finish. Godon has done well
this year, grabbing second places
in the Thompson Snowshoe event
sandy is an art etillcOoll 1114,101’ at Heavenly Valley two weeks ago
and at last week’s winter ski carnival. Godon will also compete in
the jumping event.
Other hopes are pinned on
Nystrom. Pinter Anderson, Bob
Miller and neacomer Bob
Church. Nytrom and Anderson
vete In all four events:
will e
jumping, cross the slat
3111Ier sill
try and
c
compete in the slalom, doonhIll.
ping. Church, yet unand j
tested. has not decided what be
will do.
By PAT BUNDS
For students who wish to watch
The SJS gymnastics team goes the conmethion, Cisco Grove is
up against a strong CAI squad in located four miles below Soda
Spartan Gym Saturday afternoon Springs on the North End of Lake
at 3 o’clock.
Tahoe
The meet will be the squad’s
first home event after three opening meets on the road.
The gymnasts have been in
two team events this season.
They finished seeonil in a three5’. as Inert against LIM g (teach
Only five games are scheduled
!iitate and Occidental and acre
defeated by Stanford Weilnea- for today’s intramural basketball
action, as the Lou-Zers meet Jacks
day night,
Coach Bill Gustafson said that at 6 p.m. In the day’s final play.
At 4 p.m., IFT will meet Gamma
his team, which was weakened
seriously for Wednesday night’s Phi Beta, and the No-Trumps will
Stanford meet by the absence of tangly with Alpha Phi Omega, At
key men, will be physically strong- 5 p.m. the Old Men will meet Tau
Delta Phi, while the Five-Sixtyer for Saturday’s meet.
One of the team’s best all- Seven Lodge meets Club 44.
According to Bob Bronson.
around men, Bob Davis, who hits
director of Intramural’., the
been out of action with an in men’s gym will again be open on
Oared arm, postilbly could perSaturday from It until 4 p.m._
form against IT. Davis’ return
Oer 150 men used -it last week,
to the lineup could insure SJS
and Boatman espeets to almost
points in several events.
UC possesses stand outs in Don double this fig-are /1.1 Interest,’
Potter, side horse; Pat Kelly, all- mounts. Groups of 10 men or
around class; and Roger Adams, more may reserve the gym for
trampoline. Adams is team cap- one hour, but individuals may
also fill In.
tain.
Intramural teams are cautioned
Although UC coach Harold Fry
boasts strong contenders in the to read the ’Mural Bulletin Board
trampoline, Gustafson feels that for information in order to avoid
SJS can match Cal in this event, scheduling mix-ups. Teams in the
with three talented performers in Eastern and Central leagues have
Ted Bogios. Bob Haywood and had these scheduling errors occur.
Johnny Johnson.
la the three previous meets,
College
MS has had a winner in parallel ham Tom smothers, although
in his first year of competition,
has won the parallel bars In all
three meets. (.1istafron hopes
he can continue his %%inning
string Saturday.
Mitkey Zavack is a strong contender in the swinging rings and
still rings events. Zavack is It
team’s leading scorer, with 4,
the 1958 World Almanac
*Intl: and one of its classiest per
formers. His finish off the Swim:
Paper $1.35
ing rings is a real circus stunt
three flips from about 30 ft.
Cloth $2.00
Zavack is followed in team scot
ing by Bob Davis. 31; Tom Smothers, 23: Ted Bogios, 20: Bob
CURTIS LINDSAY INC.
Haywood, 15; and Johnny John- :
77 South First Street
smi It

Gymnasts
Challenge
Bearmen

’Mural Action Set;
Gym Open Saturday

Sandy BO,. ill,t nietor at Edelweiss Ski Resort, skims mei. the snow
luring one of tier frequent practice sessions. Constant practice has
helped Sandy to become a top-flight skier.

Cagers, Boxers

Heavy Duty Set
For Sparta Clubs
San June State’s basket ball and
boxing teams have town today.
with Southern California and the
Middle-West. respectively, set as
their destinations.
Coach Walt McPherson’s cage
squad, sporting an even 4-4
mark in West Coast Athletic
Conference play, battles Loyola
tonight and l’emiwrdine tomorrow night.
Undefeated in. five starts, including a win over national champ
Idaho State in its last outing, thr
Spartan boxing club clashes with
Michigan State Saturday night
and Wisconsin Monday night.
The varsity basketball squad
goes after its second straight win
over the two Los Angeles opponents. The Spartans whip pe d
Loyola, 68-54, and Pepperdine. 9261, in earlier games this season
In its last contest, the toes/
hoop club suffered a 6341 over-

t mic los% at the hands of College
of Pacific. One victory in its
inal four games would assure
the Spartans of a .500 average
for the season.
Traveling squad for the trip consists of Eddie Diaz, Gil Egeland,
Mary Branstrom, Bob Larson, Ned
Fitzgerald. Don Rye, Don Reid
Jim Embree. George Wagnei and
Art Pasquinelli.
Coach Julie Menendee
Pugilists espect top competition
from the Miehigan State sod
Wisconsin teams. Although the
Spartans are the favorites on
paper, the two Mid -west clubs
are especially tough at home.
The locals handed Wisconsin a
6-2 last season at Madison and
hope to duplicate the feat, Michigan State bowed to the SJS team.’
5,4-21s. last year in a dual meet
in San Jose.

**********
044 Witt/MA...
MARINE OFFICER
Is. riniesmonno may *Aron
wi,, rs
A coll untletrradnf
in the Morin. Fleet. toed,. Cool Complot .149. Cr....
Moron* at, or ground neining-4
be
(0.Weinie,
en 140 Merin* Coq,. Psefv

Contact:

U. S. Marine Corps

Officer Procurement Officer
On Campus
Feb. 24 thru 27
The marine Corps !Wads leoderil

Spartan

C asily

IT’S HERE

DRY CLEANING
The Nationally Advertised Sanitone Process

Thorough

Quick

Convenient

Special SKIR7
IN BY II

plut it )
OUT AT

S

SHANK’S
DRY CLEANERS & SHIRT LAUNDRY
Seabed & San Corks

CYpress 3-3701

Any, Febeloary 21 VAS

51:1 1\ DM 1

PURR. .. GOOD FROZEN MILK

I Placement Centel
Repentientaties cif

the feilow- Engineerim_:. Tuesday

and Wed

ing organizations will tie on cam- nesday, interested in ci vs I en pus during the next week to interview graduating students. Those
interested in appointments or further information may contact the
Placement Office in Room 234 in
the Administration Building.

Mare Island Naval Shipyard.

Wednesday, interested in mechanical. electrical, electronic, 6%11, and
architectural engineers.
National Advisory Committee
Pacific Telephone and Telegraph for Aeronautics; Edwards and
Co. will be on campus Monday Moffett Fields, Thursday, Edwards
and To
to interview en- AFB interested in aeronautical.
gineering and business adminis- mechanical, civil, and electrical
engineers and physicists. Moffett
tration majors.
interested in aeronautical.
Western Electric Co, will inter- Field
electrical, mechanical, engineers.
view engineering majors on Monday, and business adminstration and physicists.
General Electric Co., Friday. Inmajors on Tuesday.
terested in engineers, physicists,
Sears. Roebuck. and Co. will ,ind mathematics majors.
interview accounting majors and
Fibreboard Pa per Products
those in any major interested in Corp., Friday. interested in premanagement training.
duction engineering, mechanical
The American Institue for For-lengineering, and chemistry majors.
eign Trade, Tuesday and WedAmpex Corp.. Friday. interested
nesday interested in majors in all in electrical, mechanical, and intileds to do graduate study toward dustrial engineers, and account a BA or MA in foreign trade.
inc majors.
Bureau of
City of Los Ang.

HAIRCUTS

As Rusty the eat finds out. frozen milk expands. The milk bottle,
were in front of a New Smirk residenee.-International photo.

Unitarians To Meet
Lose Your Glasses?
Lime something? Sour glasses,
Tonight at Ste. Claire

.

.

eorganiza ion nan
Of Rally Committee
To Go Into Effect

maybe? If so, drop by the StuThe Friday evening meeting of
Union. because Mrs. Darthe Pacific Coast Unitarian Con- dent
lene Harri s, ASH secretary.
vention at the Hotel Ste. Claire
claims that she has is drawer
will feature a speech at 8:00 by
full of lost glasses gathering dust
There’ll Be Some Changes
Dr. Linus Pauling, prof. of chemin her desk.
N
giasinanbeeold esoin,ogputlhaar t
istry at the California Institute of .
once1ade’a’
Mrs. liarris runs the Lost and ,
Wed wlib ASS Cord Technology, on -The Dilemma of Found located in the Student nesday
when the Rally Commit Modern Man."
11 -Mon. She asks all students who tee meets at 3:30 p.m. in the Stu Dr. Pauling’s address will be
Two Expert Barbers
something to come by dent Union.
followed by. Questions from a panel have lost
At a meeting Wednesday, the
composed of Dr. Frank Ebersole. and see if it has been turned in I
Flat Tops
’executive council agreed on a reprof. of philosophy; Dr. Alfred to her.
organization program for the corn Einarsson, prof. of physics; and
Ivy League
mittee. Under the new program.
Dr. David Edgell. prof. of English:
Crew Cuts
’ the groups will be broken up into
all of San Jose State.
eral sub-committees, which will
our specialty
meet as often as they like. The
Recorded Symphony
entire group will meet only once a
Open 9 - 7 Mon Sat.
Hotdogs cooked over nails and month and at
Today ’s classical conceit prothat time, the corn gram to be heard in the second water streaming from a two-inch mittees will report. The program
914 S. FIRST STREET
floor reading room of the Library valve suspended in mid-air were will be explained at the general
will be "Symphony no. 2. E flat two of the phenomenons witnessed meeting Wednesday. at which time
major. opus 63 by Eiger." The mu- by persons attending the Engi- committee sign-ups will be held.
sic will be played from 12 noon to neering Department’s first round
According to Mickey Simonet.
1 p.m. and again from to 3 to 4 of open house last night,
chairman, there will be a pep
The open house continues with band, song girls, and yell
leaders
doors open today. 2-9 p.m. and to- at the next home game, which will
morrow. 9 a.m.-2 p.m.
be played with Santa Clara UniJOE RUSSO ti
Besides the hotdog and water versity in Civic Auditorium.
SAL ()ANODE
demonstrations, the department is
Last basketball game of the
e
displaying a "Shake Table." de- season will be February 28 against
signed to test structures during a USF in the Cow Palace in San
simulated earthquake: a miniture Francisco,
batch plant which produces road
-mix: a six-foot plexiglass model of
a 30-ft bridge to be constructed Library
in San Benito County this summer,
under the direction of SJS Civil
Engineering Head Dr. William LoRemember when a person could
tell; and a model of the San Jose browse in a library without trotSandwiches
rind
City waterworks.
ting up several flights of stairs,
Spaghetti
Each instructional department spending hours seeking the secwill offer specialized displays.
tion he desires, and finally, having
Dr. Lorell and A. J. MacDon- just enough time left to turn
. Baked Lasagna
And,
aid Jr.. assistant professor of en- around and go charging back
gineering. are in charge of the down the stairs and race to his
Drive out El damiao just past Santa Clara City.
program. Last scheduled event for next clas s? Remember? Well,
or go t 71:11111Eornino, Santa’’.
the three-day affair is a dinner- those days have returned.
Tar Out Orders.- Phone AX 6 dance to be held at Mariani’s ResSomething new has happend-in
whether
taurant, Santa Clara.
err par
1 the library. According to Miss
Space
- Joyce Backus, college librarian,
In the year 1640 Salem, Mass. books numbering 813 to 832 have
statutes classified drunkeness into been moved into the first floor
four groups: plain drunk, stupid reading room. These include hooks
drunk sickening drunk and un- of general browsing interest
mentionable drunk.
mostly fiction, Miss Backus said.

$105

-

Engineers’ Show
Includes H-Dogs

BARBER
SHOP

Speeds
Book -Browsing

2z

CLASSIFIEDS
WANTED

FOR RENT

t’orlege girls to Aare 4-hdrm. MALE to share apt. $23.50, 50 Nt

home Clean, utilities paid, wash. 7th St.. Apt 4. CY 4-1344.
mach.. $30 mo. CY 2-0078.
Comfortable roam. Kit. priv. ’S
GIRL WANTED to share apart- blk. from college, $25. 47 S. 8th
ment. 99 S. 12th St CY 3-2215.
St. CY 3-a618.

Male student to share modern

apartment. Garage available. 334 VACANCY for one college girl.
Kit. priv. 156 S. 9th, CY 3-5627.
S 9th.
IRONING in my home, 60c per Slagle room for men. 1’, blocks/to
hour. Pick up and delivery. CY 5- college. Free phone. 426 S. 7th
6094.
CY 3-1938.
$0 Counsellors for co-ed summer
- ----Riding ability desirable. Contact ROOMS. Men, single or double
Kitchen
priv.
Cor.
San
Carlos and
camp on 40,000 acre cattle ranch.
8th. Adequate parking.
Dick Archer. CL 1-1057.
APTS. FOR MEN. One block off
campus. Call CY 7-7792 or 162
S. 9th.
--Far Rent - furnished apt 452 S
2 GIRLS to s- hare home with
4th St., San Jose, Calif Telephone
mother and daughter. Kit. priv.,
CY 4-5085 or AX 6-4356.
$25. CY 4-7601.
_
ENOS. student wants ride from LOVELY ROOMS. Twin and
single beds. Showers. Kitchen.
Mt. View for 7:30’s. Share expense. parking. Mail service. 545 S. 4th
YO 8-5782.
St.
DRIVING to Mexico City. March
N. Take 1 or 2. Contact Frank
Rosekranx, 427 S. 3rd St.

GIRL to share modern apt. Free
rent until March 1. 547 S. 11th St.
CY 7-3549.

ron

SALE

Magnavox ISI-PE 3-speed Collets,
RIDERS, San Lorenzo (lasses changer. 248 E. San Salvador, Apt
3.
7.30-11.30 daily. Call Louis. BR 8Combination Stove - Refrigerate,.
(Elect., 2 burn. stove, 4 Cu. ft. retilt! Slower for professional folk frig 136 N. 7th St. after 3 P.M.
and calypso group. Phone CY 2
31007
- - - Apt. 44 men. 643 S. 66th Street.
14 -GIRLS to share new apart nest. Pool. 4415 S. 7th Apt 13 Man’s bike. Good condition. CY 5CV 24063.
4646 420 S. 10th Street.

All Depts. Attracted
To Forensic Meets
By ANTHONY TARAVELLA

guteers.

ripspartaguide
MEETINGS

BEANERY BULLETIN

Hanel, meeting, election of new
officers. Sunday, 8 p.m., home of
Anne Frank. Car pool will leave
Student V. 9th and San Antonio,
7:45 p.m.
0i...heists, meeting. Monday, 4:30
pm. WGIO.
Phi UpatIon Pi, election of officers. today, 9:30 a.m., S26,
Wesley Foundation, weekend
snow conference, Friday throligh
Sunday Leave for Old Oak Ranch,
Sonora, 4:30 p.m., Friday.
Wesley Foundation, lounge open
for members, today, for informal ,
lunch.
Wesley Foundation, panel discussion. "Have TNT, Will Travel,"
Sunday, 7 p.m.. 24 N. 5th St. Snack,
1
slipper. 6 p.m 33 cents.

Cafeteria
Entrees:
Deviled crab
Ravioli
Plate lunch

30 cents
30 cents
55 cents

Coop
Entrees:
Salmon loaf with cream sauce
40 cents
Tamales and chile
40 cents
Meat dumplings
40 cents
Plate lunch
50 cents

RAIN OR SHINE
Today’s weather forecast indicates a fair day with partly
cloudy skies. Temperatures will
range from 60 to 65 degrees with
light northwoo winds

Speech and Drama majors are
not the only students interested
iI the fine art of public speaking.
tither departments are turning nut
contestants for the many forensic
tournaments currently taking
place both in California and other
states.
T e SJS students leave tomorrow’ for Stockton College when’
they will represent SJS in the annual "Tyro" forensics tournament
which opens tomorrow.
Both individual and team
event% will he offered under the
sponshorship of the Northern
California Forensics Association.
The sJis participants. will be
Lloyd Daniel, %rotor business
majo r, and Margaret Acuri,
senior social science major.
The SJS entires will debate as
a team on both negative and affirmative positions. The debate
will be on the subject, "Requirement of membership in labor organizations as a condition of employment should be illegal." This
is currently a major political issue
in California in slew of the pending gubernatorial elections.
Miss Lottie Fryer, instructor of
Opeech, will accompany the debaters,
S
will send students to the
annual Portland State College
Town Meeting Forensic Tournament to be held on Feb. 23-24-25.
Four speakers will represent this
college at the three-day event.
Stanley Stevens, senior political
science major, will act as moderator for the group. Other SJS students going to the tournament include Karen Parkinson, senior
English major, Donald McShane,
senior general major and Ernest
Orr, senior biological science major.
Speakers will appear at 80
different meetings during the
tournament. They will speak before service clubs, PTA organizations, church groups and social
clubs. There will be three
speakers and one moderator at
each meeting. Different speakers will appear before the groups
and present their individual
speeches. No two
Its- r-.
be repeated In the same panel,
nor wili they speak to the sal’OP
audience more than once.
David Elliott, assistant professor of speech and drama, will accompany the SJS team.
Three SJS students recently

Lutheran Meeting
To Include Movie
A showing of the Louis deFtochemont production, "Martin Luther, will be featured and discussed tonight _at-7--at-the-meeting of the
Lutheran Students Assn., according to Nancy Lampe, program
chairman.
A dinner costing 50 cents will
be served at 6, preceding the
meeting, and refreshments will h.
offered following the meeting.
SJS students are invited to at
tend the program.

Deans To Attend
Education Meet
Deans Dudley T. Moorhead and
C. Richard Purdy will attend the
annual meeting of the General
Education Conference in Bakersfield Friday and Saturday.
Emphasis of the section of the
conference dealing w i t It social
sciences will be on discovery. and
evaluation of methods used In
junior colleges to achieve general
"education.
A new topic to be introduced
-The
to the conference. will
Goal of Mathematics in General
Education,"
Dr. Moorhead is dean of the
Division of Humanities and Arts
and Dr. Purdy Is dean of the Division of Sciences and Occupations.

EPISCOPAL
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MARINE OFFICER

Services at Trinity
11 North 2n4
W, B Murdork, Rector
1.00 A.M. Holy Communion
9:30 and 11:00 A.M.
Worship Services
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Women
Marina Corps
Officer
Selection
Officer

U. S.

On Campus
27
Feb. 24 thru
Pride!
Corps Builds
The Marino

Club
Relations
I International
I conducts Int el es. tine pros oca t is,
discussions on international relations. Panels and debates are held
and guest speake;’s are invited.
NEW FULLY FURNISHED

$35.00 PER PERSON

took part in the annual Individual
Events Forensics Tournament
sponsored by Southern California
Collegiate Forensic Association at
U.C.L.A. The students included
Stanley Stevens, Thomas Grogan,
senior philosophy mayor, and Douglas Miller, senior social science
major. They were accompanied by
Dr. Herbert R. Craig, assistant
professor of speech and drama.

APARTMENTS
659 SOUTH 9th STRUT
AX 6-5042- Eves. FR 1-2711
Fountain: Breakfast, Lunch,
Dinner

Calloway’s Crystal
Creamery
7th & E. SANTA CLARA

Home Ec Group
Installs Officers
Phi Upsilon Omicron, home
economics professional fraternity
recently installed new officers, according to Miss Maude Ashe, assistant professor of home economics.
Newly installed officers include
Jean Partridge. president; Patricia
Marshall, vice-president; Nadyne
Rhinelander, secretary; Sharon
Namimatsu, treasurer; Dorothy
McCaron, editor and Eelma Ichimura. chaplain.
The group met recently with
the alumni chapter to celebrate
Founders Day.

Shop at VALLEY FAIR
Then ...
Relax and Dine
at the

PINECONE
Restaurant
2801 STEVENS CREEK RD.
VALLEY FAIR
P.S.:

Th.

Branding Iron is ribs
nut door

PINECONE

25c

Coupon
Redaction

25C

OR

Subsidy Deadline
Students are reminded by the
Dean of Students office that the
deadline for applying for SJS scholarships 0958-59 school year) is
March 1.

Kentucky Fried
Chicken
With This Coupon Just . . .

$1.50

Let’s Go to Church
CANTERBURY CLUB
CONGREGATIONAL -DISCIPLES STUDENT FELLOWSHIP
PRESBYTERIAN STUDENT FELLOWSHIP
invite you

YOU
to
OPEN HOUSE -STUDENT CHRISTIAN CENTER
92 South Fifth Street
SUNDAY EVENING, FEBRUARY 23, ft P.M.
Join the students of these groups for an evening of
ecumenical fellowship including FREE DINNER and
program featuring Miss Jane Dowell, affilialed with
the Presbyterian Department of Campus Christian
Life in Philadelphia.

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
TWO BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS

2nd AND SAN

ANToisrm

SUNDAY SERVICES
11:00 MORNING WORSHIP
7:00 EVENING SERVICE
-W. -Clarence Sands - Minister
"A Cordial Invitation for Every Sunday"
-

TRI-C
"A Group with YOU in mind"
EVERY SUNDAY
9:30 A.M. Leadership Seminal,
Spring Semester: Church History
THE PINK BUILDING

2nd and SAN ANTONIO

BETHEL CHURCH
"ASSEMBLY OF GOD"
1670 MOORPARK AVENUE

A CHURCH WITH YOUTH IN MIND
SERVICES:
SUNDAY SCHOOL
WORSHIP SERVICE
YOUTH MEETING
EVANGELISTIC SERVICE

9:30
10:45
6:00
7:30

A.M.

A.M.
P.M.
P.M.

THOMAS G. SUTTON - Pastor
CYpress 4-2873

"Looking for a friendly Church in San Jose?"

COLLEGE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Church of Christ - Christian Church
CY 2-7443

790 SOUTH 12th STREET

SUNDAY SERVICES - January 19
Conga. as., class at 9,15 Bible School Hour is taught by David Elliott,
instructor in Spoch Deportment at SJSC.
CANTERBURY ASSOCIATION
Student Christian Cantor
92 South Fifth Street
Holy Communion at 7:30 A.M.
Eesry T.osdrf
Vika Hoar., ’1 A-M. so 10-144.
Advisor OR Campus
Mrs. Roy E. Butcher

1:30, 11:00 Duplirate Morning Worship SO,Vielli.
945 Bible School, classes for ell rages.
5:30 Discussion Groups for ell egos.
6:30 Evening Service
Nursery Provided

HAROLD E. GALLAGHER, Minister

